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Abstract: The COVID-19 scenario is having hypothetically appalling lesser effects on the health of women and girls around the world. Conclusions made at every step of the answer to the pandemic are ensuing in women being extra cut off from Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, Openness to Experience, Education and violence. Many places are stressed with health system. This paper discusses the impact of women during this pandemic situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Women and Policies

1.1.1 Pandemic from Gender Perspective:
Covid doesn’t look into types of person, rich or poor, young or old, it is neutral and everyone has the chance of getting affected from the virus, if they do not follow the proper hygiene of washing hands, personal hygiene [1]. Our response to the attack depends on the whole social community.

1.1.2 Personality development
Personality is where a woman is being identified. Everyone is different from their own ways, the way they behave, the way they dress and their characteristics differ from person to person. To behave in day-to-day life depends on their personality. Personality not merely based on physical appearance alone, it is based on the in-built characteristics of the human. Personality Development is based on improving our communication skills, relationship, attitudes in their life. Adapting better change in their future [2]. Personality Development is very crucial as it helps to identify individual, conflicts in individual, conflicts in attitude, to inculcate positive features in human beings. Personality development helps the individual to be a unique individual. Everyone has their own style of individuality; we should not blindly follow them. We need to set an example to others. Personality Development helps us to give unique identity. It motivates the person to look at the positive side of the life. Helps to face even the worse situation with the smile. A person with negative attitude finds fault in every attitude. They can’t find the appropriate solution for the same. People may be rude, polite with others. Politeness helps to reduce stress and conflict. Rather than criticizing the people, we need to find solution. Being polite with others will earn a respect.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Big 5 personality traits
The researcher and managers found the big 5 traits are suitable for the organization. They are
1. Extraversion
2. Agreeableness
3. Conscientiousness
4. Emotional Stability
5. Openness to Experience

1. Extraversion: Reflects a person’s comfort level with relationship. Extraverts are very socialable. Introverts are reluctant to begin any relationship. It reflects persons agreeableness.
2. It refers to number of goals a person is focused on. Persons with low conscientiousness tend to get out more but are very careless. Individuals’ stability is to focus with the strengths.
2.2 Challenges of HIV Positive women in the COVID Pandemic – Necessary Policies

Access for treatment, rights of treatment. Women living with HIV also have the problem of getting medicines. We are working for people living with HIV there is no gender bias. But now during this pandemic the women cannot even get their monthly drugs. Economically weak, no opportunity for jobs, support for the survival is also needed. Queries make to work together to make the people with HIV to have medicines at their doorstep. Past 5 years WHO all women must be with treatment [4]. Lot of discriminations is there for rental houses, children’s issues. In treatment, studies, equal right for properties. Women with HIV can create effective strategies to prevent HIV. In HIV sector women have physical and psychological issues. In law families, legal aid is not given. Physical and mental problems are prone. It looks difficult in 90s when person died in AIDS they were denied of burial. COVID reminds of HIV. Sexual reproduction is crucial. They are trained mentored positioned [5]. Women can’t travel to get her medicines. In job places some of them are facing discrimination.

She got a job in veterinary, roommate complained after she found taking medicines. Even the case is won the societies behaviour is not changed to the laws. Most of the women are tied up to suicides. Women are supported with nutrition support. Government is caring about the treatment not about the nutrition. If we need to file a case, Women with HIV has uterus issues but not treated. They are not able to fight legally. Society refuses that they are having problems. Women are fighting against government. Women are entitled to access treatment. Legal issues are more prevalent [6]. Women faces discrimination when she reveals her social status. Discrimination is more prevalent.

2.3 Primary treatment: Nothing, according to WHO guidelines treatment was given based on immunity count. But default there are many patients. When field workers are going to trace them, they are not traceable.

III. RESULTS

During this COVID -19 pandemic, the diseases and problems faced other than Covid – 19 are not given significance. The deaths which occurred due to other factors are not let out. Only COVID – they are not speaking on general policies, malnutrition is growing, petrol and diesel continuously increasing. The above conditions affect adversely where people are pushed into a corner. This allow big companies to buy directly from farmers. Government has not paid GST. States are burdened with dealing with whole pandemic. Survey is taken among 40 women (low and middle class) among North Chennai [7]. The results are as follows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraversion</th>
<th>4%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Stability</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness to Experience</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violence</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Covid related challenges faced by women – North Madras
I. DISCUSSION

4.1 Women and Gender policies – COVID 19
It is important in social security. We are all experiencing pandemic in increasing number we don’t know where the situation will be but now we are number 3. In world more than 33000 deaths with 55,000 patients a day. When there are too many or too large, we cannot connect with them. It is more than the no. of persons who died in Vietnam war. Many of us are relatively in good position and we are in sensitized way.

4.2 Though the attack is neutral, treatment is not neutral.
When it attacks it doesn’t look at the nationality, caste or virus is neutral. Though virus is affecting a human being in neutral way but the response to the attack in society is not neutral. In Italy they reached the situation worse prioritising is done on younger generation of the population. We also need to understand, what do these policies and packages meet for women.

If you remember this year’s budget around February 2 debates
1. Growth rate of Indian economy – different steps coming up. Big deal whether economics really going up.
2. Unemployment how they are going.

Whatever the debates, seem to show economy in crisis.

New economy policy – we are now functioning very strongly in a frame work in new economic policy. Pivotal point private sectors are valid over public.

These policies will lead to growing inequality. Gender inequalities are more and how we are impacted bases on pandemic or policies of pandemic. Middle class women are prone to do job whatever be their family situation. Though they are secured financially these women become double burdened in house.

4.3 Colour & Castism
Most of the Dalit women are not assigned with any maid or child care work and they are pushed to stay at home. Colour in women also has a huge impact. The chapati dough maker doesn’t show any black women, only white women are projected. Cleanliness is portrayed as white women and not black women. These types of advertisements are also being endorsed by the member of the advertisement board.

4.4 Structural inequalities at the end which affect in terms of pandemic.
Economic side has become a great flaw. This economic crisis will be fully revealed only during the post pandemic time as for now the lockdown hides the crisis of poor and middle-class people.

Recently a poor woman lying in station in Bihar with no food and no shelter leading to undocumented death. This is a very pity story that stayed in my mind for longer time.

Second incident which I needed to mention is the Women in Delhi was admitted in hospital at the last stage of pregnancy. It is very pity that around 18 hospitals denied admission for 8 hours. At the end of the day both were dead.

FIG 1: WOMEN AFFECTED IN PERCENTAGE DURING PANDEMIC
V. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses the various factors in which women is affected by pandemic. Women mostly middle class faces lot of problems and that is not considered by the family people and they are ignored. More the Covid deaths abuse related deaths are increasing. The sexual difference is also shown when comes to education. Some of the places are still biased and this is really a pity condition as this is prevalent even in this advanced era. The situation should be taken care by Government, that these problems should not raise again. The analysis helps us to point out the problems in women under various situation.
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